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INTERVIEW WITH DAVID R. MAXAM 
GREEN RIVER, WYOMING 
NOVEMBER 11, 1989 
INTERVIEWER: CORKY AKINS 
CA: Dave, when and where were you born? 
DM: I was born in Green River, Wyoming December 27, 1927. 
My mother's maiden name was Rose Ellen Cottle and my 
fathers name is Bob Maxam, Robert F., to be exact. I 
was born in a little house on Railroad Avenue on the 
corner of Third West and Railroad. The house is still 
standing. At one time, I owned the house in conjunction 
with my brother and sister. Then, I bought their shares 
out. It was my first family home in Green River, and I 
later sold it to Hank Holbrook, who owns it now. This 
house had hot water that was heated off the cook stove 
with the heating element in the cook stove. The water 
circulated through the hot water heater by convection. 
It was basically a four room house and there were two bed-
rooms, a kitchen, living room, and a bathroom has been 
added off the kitchen. You realize, in these days inside 
bathrooms were not as plentiful as outside bathrooms. 
As I remember from the things I was told, the Doctor in 
town at that time who attended most of the pregnant women 
was Dr. Charlotte Hawk. Her husband was also a doctor. 
I think history is pretty well recorded in the accomplish-
ments of these two people. Dr. Charlotte was one of the 
first women doctors in the West, and she was a very sig-
nificant person. As a matter of fact, I would like to 
share an article with you about her. This seems to be a 
vague recollection of a midwife involved. So, I don't 
know whether Dr. Hawk was in attendance of that birth or 
not. But, I do remember that one story was that right 
after I was born, a man we called Uncle John, who was 
kind of a shirt-tail relation, came over to the house 
with a blanket the day I was born, and told my brother 
and sister he came to take me home with him. Of course, 
he was just teasing. 
I have only one recollection of those early 
house - it was the day we moved out of it. 
were moved by the local dray man - the dray 
called Thomas. I think the man who did the 
I recall, was named Shorty Fye. 
CA: How old were you then, Dave? 
years in that 
I recall we 
company was 
moving, as 
DM: I must have been three, because it was 1931 when we moved. 
We moved to my grandfather's old house. I'll have to correct 
that, it was 1932; I would have been 3~. We moved into my 
Grandfather Cottle's house. He built a small house on the 
back end of the lot. We moved into the big house, and he 
and my grandmother moved into the little house. 
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DM: Incidentally , he was a pioneer miner in this country; 
lived in Rock Springs for awhile and worked in the mines as 
a blacksmith. They moved to Green River to take one of the 
county offices. He was the County Treasurer just prior to 
that time. He retired when he moved into the little house. 
He retired from the county office. I recall that moving 
day, and I don't know why; but I know my sister and I rode 
from the little house up to the new house in the dray truck 
loaded with furniture. Then I don't recall anything more 
in that particular area until I remember they were putting 
natural gas into the city - running the gas pipeline. My 
grandfather was one of the first subscribers to this service, 
mainly because he had worked for the county, was retired, 
and wasn't afraid to take the step. 
CA: This was the gas coming out of the Baxter Basin when Mountain 
Fuel was ... ? 
DM: Well, I'm not sure where it came from, whether from Baxter 
Basin or Church Butte. It was Mountain Fuel's distribution 
system that they put in the town of Green River. This was 
significant, because a lot of the people who worked for the 
railroad were afraid to subscribe to this service. At that 
time there was a very strong movement, trade at home and 
ship by rail; don't drive a truck, don't even admit trucks 
exist, and they did at that time - freight trucks existed. 
But, most of the freight that came to Green River, of course, 
came by rail. There are several recollections of my pre -
school days. They mostly involve my contact with the neigh-
borhood children, playmates, so to speak. One in particular, 
I don't know whether that's significant, but his name was 
Lee Higginson. There were a couple of girlfriends at the age 
of 5 or 4~. They lived up the alley, so to speak. 
CA: Do you recall what kind of games you played back then? 
DM: Well, I was pretty young for any organized games or anything 
like that. There were several children in the neighborhood 
and we played 'hide go seek', but that was a little bit later, 
after we were in school and got a little more familiar with 
one another and could associate a little bit better, I guess 
you'd say. First recollection of school was first grade; 
there was no kindergarten. My teacher's name was Miss Newton. 
At that time there were two grade schools - one in the base-
ment of the high school (the basement of Lincoln High School). 
You say the Lincoln School doesn't have a basement, well it 
did. That was the first Lincoln School. Then, there was 
another first grade in the east end of town in the Washington 
School, which is now the Central Business Building for the 
school district. It was a very small class, probably not 
more than 15 students; about 1/3 boys, 2/3 girls. This 
class stayed together at that general proportion for the 
first four years. 
CA: Dave, you mentioned earlier about riding in the dray moving 
truck. What was the transportation like back then at the 
age you are talking about now - 5 to 6 - early school age. 
How did you get around? 
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DM: We walked. My dad did not have a car. My uncle had a car, 
but he lived clear in the east end of town. When you wanted 
to go someplace, you walked. I do remember a trip to Rock 
Springs with one of my mother's friends, Mae Chrisman. Of 
course, they had a car. He was the cashier at the bank; had 
a little more money than everybody else. But they had a nice 
big car, and I remember a trip to Rock Springs over the very 
old road. It went over what is called Book Hill, and came 
out across the prairie north of where the Interstate is now. 
You can still track that little road. I don't remember much 
about the City of Rock Springs, except I do recall a pedes-
trian overpass that was right about Pilot Butte Avenue. I 
can't say that I do remember from that particular trip, but 
I do remember that overpass. 
You asked about the games we used to play as children; we 
spent a lot of time in the summer playing underneath the arc 
light. The arc light was what we called the street light. It 
got its name because originally they were arc lights. They 
had two carbon electrodes inside, and the electricity would 
cross the two carbon electrodes and give the street light. 
CA: The electrodes were vertical? 
DM: Yeah. My dad used to have to trim the carbons for those 
lights. He called it trimming the carbons; I think that 
was nothing more than sharpening them to a point so it would 
fire better and regap them to make the light. 
CA: Oh, there was an adjustment where you could move the carbon 
down as it wore off? 
DM: Yeah, jsut like a welding rod. I don't recall ever seeing 
these, but my grandfather operated the first electric light 
plant in Green River. That's all that it supplied was 
power for the street lights. I'll show you a picture of the 
inside of that light plant. The games we played under the 
arc light were, of course,'hide and seek', 'kick the can', 
and 'rover red rover' across the street. 
CA: Back in those days, Dave, it might have been difficult for 
you to recall as a youngster at that age, whether there 
were sections of town where certain people lived. Were there 
any minorities at all in Green River, or were there any 
Chinese, or were there any of that kind of thing that you 
recall? 
DM: Yeah, I recall the town was divided by the railroad into 
the north side and the south side. It was also divided in 
the east end and west end. Naturally the railroad was the 
north/south division. The people on the south side were 
more or less considered lower class at that time, mainly 
because the habitat over there was unimproved. It was, of 
course, no basements and mostly shacks; a lot of them with 
dirt roofs. The remnants of early Green River, the north 
side had the nicer homes; almost no one built a new home 
on the south side. We had the east/west division as a result 
of the school separation, I'm sure. 
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DM: Washington School served the first six grades in the east end 
of town. As a matter of fact, it served the entire town for 
the fifth and sixth grades, which made another separation 
apparent. The children in the south part of the tracks did 
not have a grade school in their area. They had to walk across 
the railroad and clear up to the end of Center Street to their 
school. That was a little bit discriminatory, in its own right, 
I think. Of course, there weren't very many people in town then 
either. This town had a population of, I think, around 3,500 
to 4,000 at that time. 
CA: Dave, do you recall where you shopped for groceries back then? 
DM: Sure, my folks traded predominately with Piggly Wiggly, which 
occupied the building that's now where the embroidery shop is. 
Then some people by the name of White, five brothers, moved 
to town, and established what was then O.P. Skaggs. Prior 
to that, a grocery store went in to the Stanley Hotel Building. 
That was there in 1935 and 1936. The White Brothers came to 
town about '37. They bought that store out and started their 
own across the street. The building they occupied is torn 
down now, and a car wash is there, I think. 
CA: What about other business? Do you recall what other businesses 
there were? 
DM: Green River Mere was always there. 
CA: The building that is now Green River Mere - was part of that 
Piggly Wiggly back then? It was the same building still -
part of it was the Mere and part of it was the grocery store? 
DM: Right. Piggly Wiggly was run by a man named Wilfred Taliaferro. 
The Green River Mere was controlled by money investors of the 
Green River Land and Livestock Company, along with the Rogers, 
who had the State Bank. The other store I remember was the 
J.C. Penney's store. 
CA: Where was that located? 
DM: Across the street from the Mere in the Tomahawk Hotel Building. 
I remember the Tomahawk Drug Store on the corner in that 
Tomahawk Hotel Building. I can recall the Tomahawk Hotel it-
self - the lobby of the hotel. I remember particularly, 
there was a high wheeled cart - push cart - two wheeled cart, 
that used to be chained to the outside basement entrance at 
the Stanley Hotel Building. There was an outside entrance that 
went down right off the sidewalk to the basement of the building. 
The bellman, or whoever was on duty, would take the cart and 
wheel it down the hill to the depot for people coming in on the 
train to load their baggage on it, push it back up the hill, 
and check them into the hotel. 
Some other buildings, of course, come to mind, not so much as 
recollections of that period of my youth, but because they 
stayed longer, I can remember them; that was the Shangai Cafe 
that was on the corner on Railroad Avenue and the Center Street. 
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DM: I've got something to say about the rail crossing at that 
time. The Center Street crossing, which in the old days 
was called Elizabeth Street, was an extension of Center 
Street Green River and went right on across the railroad 
tracks to the south side of town. The elevated tower 
station where a person manned the crossing. When a train 
would come, he would lower the gates. All they were, were 
cross arms that lowered down. After the train passed, it 
would open up and vehicles could go across. 
I think I told you once before, but there were pickup trucks 
in town at that time. Of course, the Green River Mere had 
one delivery truck; the dray companies - Thomas' and 
Billy Maloney and pickup trucks. But, that was the extent 
of it. Another guy by the name of Louie Hine had one that 
he used to drive around, but there weren't very many. 
CA: In your recollection, were they all Fords? 
DM: Hine's was; the Green River Mere always had Fords that I 
recall; Billy Maloney used predominately Chevie's. 
CA: Oh yeah? 
DM: Yeah. 
CA: Dave, along the lines of businesses in town, back in those 
days, alcohol and all those kinds of things were part of 
the history. What establishments like that existed in those 
days - whether you called them bars or saloons? 
DM: There were saloons - quite a few of them. Of course, the 
Brewery was in here. The only recollection I have of the 
Brewery - it opened up right after Prohibition, for the 
second time. It was built in 1907, I think the date on the 
building is. It operated right up until the time they shut 
all alcohol - legal alcohol making down. Then, when I was 
a kid, probably eight years old or something like that, I 
don't remember exactly, they opened the Brewery back up, 
and tried to brew a few more batches, but it didn't work out. 
CA: During that time, you were pretty young yet, do you remember 
the effects of Prohibition on family members, or discussions? 
I just wondered how you saw the effects of Prohibition. 
DM: I didn't see it at all. My dad didn't drink. An occasional 
beer, I suppose, and I know of that. But, he didn't drink, 
but a lot of people did. There was always talk of moon-
shiners here and there, down the river, and out west of 
town at the old potash plant, rather the old oil shale plant. 
But, I didn't witness any of it. 
When I was a in junior high, I used to deliver show calendars 
and show bills. We had one movie theater in the Stanley 
Hotel Building. We had routes throughout the town. We would 
deliver a monthly calendar of shows that were coming. Then, 
when they had a special show, there would be a special bill. 
We'd get passes to the movies for delivering these bills 
and papers. I had the downtown area of Railroad, in that 
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DM: general area. I used to have to go in the Green Gander, I 
remember. I would grab a big, deep breath of fresh air at 
the door and run in and plunk the bill down on the counter, 
and turn around and run out and exhale and take another 
breath, because I couldn't stand the smell of the inside of 
that bar. 
CA: Was it the alcohol that bothered you? 
DM: Yeah, the alcohol and the general stench. At that time, 
they still had the brass rail; no stools. There were tables 
there, and it was always very thick with smoke. I remember 
one time I was tripped, and I'm sure it was purposely. I 
scattered a lot of bills when I fell - they were show calen-
dars -kind of a cardboard affair - 8~ x 11. I had to spend 
an extra long time inside collecting them up. I like to 
suffocated before I got out. Of course, I thought I was 
worse off than I really was. 
CA: In going into the Green Gander, what kind of people were in 
there when you went inside (I don't know what time of day 
you went in)? 
DM: They were just men of the town. I knew most of them - I 
knew everybody in town because of my association. There 
was also other bars on up Railroad Avenue - Carl's Bar, and 
Narrow Gauge was there. 
CA: Narrow Gauge? 
DM: Yeah, that's where the Ponderosa is now (I think they call 
it Ponderosa). There were a couple of others, but I don't 
remember. There were plenty of bars for a town where alcohol 
was not supposed to be allowed. The railroad had what they 
called Rule G. That was where they could dismiss you from 
service if they were even aware of your drinking. If they 
saw you coming out of a bar, and you were a railroad employee, 
they could fire you. A special agent kept track. So con -
sequently, all the bars had a back door, and it was frequently 
used. The railroad actually enforced the rule. It puts you 
to mind of the drug controls they attempt to do today. 
CA: Sure. You know, thinking back on the people who were in 
there when you went in, were there ever any women inside 
these places? 
DM: No. I don't recall ever seeing women in there. This was 
frowned upon. There were bars on the south side of town also. 
I didn't get around those, because it wasn't my area. But, 
we used to pass them by when we went to the swimming pool, 
which was over by the Expedition Island. There were always 
people sitting on the sidewalk in front of them. There was 
one 'colored bar' .... 
CA: Colored bar? 
DM: It was a bar run by colored people called the Owl's Club. 
The guy who ran it was Cat Willis. We were always antsy 
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DM: about going past it, but nobody ever got bothered. 
CA: How many black people were there back then that you recall? 
DM: A few. There were a few families. I went to school with one 
boy, Russell Hale; the Hale family were very nice people. A 
very well educated mother, raised three children, that I know 
of, by herself. Of course there were the Young's. Dora 
Young is one of the children of that era. They were always 
very well educated people; at least they seemed to be. I'm 
sure Mrs. Young had at least a high school education, maybe 
more. These people did custodian work in the different estab-
lishments around town - the banks and business offices. That 
was their primary source of income. They also did work for 
some of the people in town, like house cleaning. When some-
body got sick, they would do the laundry and things like 
that for them, for hire of course. 
There was a Japanese family, the Sunada's, and Edith Sunada 
still lives in town. They had a laundry on the south side. 
I went to school with Kayo Sunada, who was born on a ship 
coming over. His family had gone to Japan to visit, and he 
was born coming back over. So, he had no country. He had 
Japanese status. Because of that, he had a lot of problems 
during World War II. 
There were quite a few Mexican families - the Valencia's. 
Percy Valencia, I think, was Mexican and Mrs. Valencia was 
Indian. They had lots of kids; I went to school with them. 
Young Percy still lives in Green River, as does one of his 
sisters. 
There were also quite a few Greek families. Of course, 
the Kalivas' are still around town. Most of the other long-
standing people passed on, moved away. 
There were German families - the Spinners - he was a brew-
master for the Brewery. The Spinners ran a butcher shop. 
At that time the shop only sold meat. He would buy the car-
casses, or butcher the carcasses and do all the butchering 
and carving right there. The meat was displayed in the 
counter. They would make special cuts for you as you wanted. 
I think the people of Green River and Rock Springs considered 
us a melting pot. You'd take people for what they're really 
worth. These different races with the people I mentioned, 
the families with different racial backgrounds were estab-
lished families. They were part of the community and all 
making a contribution. At the same time, there was that 
barrier. Don't intermarry. They never tried to associate 
into parties or the clubs. 
In my youth, clubs were big things. There was, in addition 
to your religious organizations, the Masons and their deriva-
tives, the Odd Fellows, the Knights of Columbus, Boy Scouts 
and Girl Scouts, and things of that type had particular 
strength, where they are almost phased out of existence now. 
In the Boy Scouts, you were a scout until you were a senior 
in high school. Then you became a leader if you stayed 
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DM: around town. The same went with the Girl Scouts. Now, in 
order to reach the kids with scouting experiences of any 
kind, you have to approach them in grade school. The older 
kids don't want anything more to do with it. That's sissy 
stuff. That's of no interest whatsoever anymore. 
CA: Do you equate that to a demise of young people or ... ? 
DM: Yes I do. I think the basic principles that were established 
by the Boy Scout organization and the Girl Scout movement 
were good basic principles. They taught basic skills of 
survival and life, association, getting along with people, 
protecting the environment and conservation. The Scout laws 
were basic down-to-earth good principles. Things that are 
not taught anymore. Sometimes I question whether they are 
even taught in the churches in the proper dimension. It's 
more like the survival of the fittest and do unto others 
and cut out sort of thing, instead of 'do unto others as 
you would have others do to you'. These things are missing 
today. 
CA: A spin-off of that one topic is the Pledge of Allegiance 
that kids don't say. Did you all say the Pledge of Allegiance? 
DM: You'd better believe it. 
CA: Did you and do you feel that's important? 
DM: I do. Everybody has to believe in something. Why not believe 
in your country as well as yourself? 
CA: Were you and your family politically oriented towards any 
particular party? 
DM: My family was Republican. I'm a registered Democrat and 
have been along, mainly because of my labor influence, I 
think. I've seen a change in the party policies over the 
years. I think the Democrats are more like the Republicans 
used to be. I think the Republicans are more like the Demo-
crats used to be. I think our country is ok. It needs a 
lot of help, but it's ok. 
CA: When did you first vote, can you recall? 
DM: At 21. 
CA: You voted then as a Democrat? 
DM: Yes. Remember, I was a working labor man in a Democratic 
county, I might add. 
CA: Do you remember Ed Herschler, Nick Wataha, Bob Johnson ... ? 
DM: All of the above. 
CA: How responsive were they to their constituents? 
DM: I can't really answer that. I don't know. I think an 
exception was O'Mahoney - probably did more for this part 
of the state than anybody. 
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CA: Who was that? 
DM: He was a Senator. 
CA: What was his name? 
DM: O'Mahoney. He was instrumental in developing and getting the 
Flaming Gorge Darn built. As a matter of fact, they were going 
to name the lake after him at one time, but didn't. 
CA: Is that right? 
DM: They named it after Powe rl instead. 
CA: Do you remember when and why the Democrats took control of 
Sweetwater County? 
DM: Railroad influence. All along the railroad right-of-way 
there are Democratic counties - labor people. Republicans 
were predominately in the northern part of the state where 
the ranchers and those kinds of people were. The Democrats 
followed the railroad. Organized labor. 
CA: Based on that, the Democrats were probably more responsive 
to the working class. 
DM: Yes. The Republicans were more responsive to the ruling or 
money class of the land owners. 
CA: You being a working man, the Democrats responded to your 
needs more so than the Republicans. 
DM: Right. 
CA: Was there in Independent Labor party? 
DM: Yes, I think they called it the Socialists. Not a labor 
party. Along with the strong labor movement, there is 
always an undertow, somebody who was dissatisfied and didn't 
like the people who run the show, and try to spring off in 
every direction. 
The different craft unions were organized under one head -
the Associated Crafts, or something like that. They were 
supposed to get all of their needs met before they met with 
the railroad. The railroad, rather than deal with an indi-
vidual unit group, would deal with the head of the association. 
That minimized some of their craft problems, so to speak. 
Even within the association there were minimal things that 
were always never really settled; always up for question. 
So that there was movement of 'let's throw them all out and 
start all over again'. You never know whether that was 
incited by the company or some subversive group, or whether 
it was people who truly believed that they could do it 
better another way. 
CA: What was your involvement with the UMWA? 
DM: No involvement at all. I wasn't a miner then. My 
involvement was with the IB of EW. At one time, I was a 
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DM: local graver. 
CA: Dave, let's back-track just a second. You were talking 
earlier about black people taking care of yards and doing 
laundry when people were ill. One thing I want to ask -
what kind of illnesses were around back then. Do you recall 
any epidemics or things like that? 
DM: I don't recall epidemics, as such; there were some that 
happened long before me. There was always a certain amount 
of concern for the winter colds and flu, but I don't recall 
any real epidemics or problems that way. 
I don't know, but to keep it chronologically going here -
I don't know what else to talk about next, except but ... 
All of our high school years, my high school years were 
spent during the war, and I'd like to touch on that just 
a little bit to put that in perspective. 
CA: Dave, could we maybe back up just a little bit before I 
lose this one other area - while we are still in the same 
frame of mind. Okay, there were no epidemics; do you recall 
anything in association wih the businesses? What was the 
law enforcement like back then? What did you think of polic-
men? 
DM: The law enforcement consisted of one constable in the day 
time and one at night. Chris Jessen was the principle con-
stable that I remember, or cop. Then, there was the highway 
department - they had a patrolman. Now, I'm talking '35 -
'36 that I'm aware of. His name was Mike Mayer and he later 
became our county sheriff. He was here originally as a high-
way patrol. To this day, I can see that old '36 Ford with 
white doors - it was a black Ford with white doors - and 
one red light on the side of it. Chris Jessen settled all 
the problems - took care of everything that happened. He 
was a huge man; he was probably 6'3", which was a big man 
for those days and was very robust. Of course the county 
sheriff always existed. My uncle was one of those sheriffs 
at one time (my Uncle John who I referred to before). Henry 
Muecko was a night cop. I remember that particularly. 
There was another man who preceded him - name was Charlie 
Young. I think he was a night cop, too. But, that was 
the police force. 
CA: Do you know something else I was thinking about too, Dave. 
We talked earlier about the games you played as a child. 
Were there things you had to do at home as a youngster? 
DM: Oh yeah, tend the yard - mow the lawn - when I was big 
enough to push the mower. And, always raked leaves. It 
seemed like I raked leaves forever. The yard we lived in 
had a lot and a half, and at one time it had twenty-eight 
cottonwood trees in it. I recall nine in my experience. 
There were nine cottonwood trees in the yard. I think 
ninety tons of leaves every fall. It was also full of 
apple trees and several berry bushes. 
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DM: Tending the yard was one of my principle chores. I never did 
have to haul wood or coal, because as I mentioned, we had gas 
heat. The other chores consisted of keeping my room, and 
shoveling the walk in the winter time. The walks always had 
to be shoveled as soon as you could get to them after you 
got up in the morning, sometimes even before you went to 
school. Outside of that, I didn't have any chores I recall. 
CA: Were there some basic responsibilities, like you tending the 
yard and shoveling the walk, that were general boys do this 
and girls do this kind of things back then? 
DM: Oh sure. Girls always did the dishes, helped with the laundry 
and house cleaning, of course. You seldom saw girls working 
in the yard. That was a boy's job. But, I don't think any-
thing else comes to mind in that area. 
CA: No, go on a little further from back when you were playing 
'red rover red rover', as you got a little older, what did 
you do for entertainment? Did boys and girls go out and do 
things together at say, 10, 11 or 12 years old? 
DM: The movies. The one movie in town. We used to frequent that 
at least once a week, sometimes twice. A couple of the 
neighborhood guys would get together and go. Occasionally, 
one of the neighborhood girls would go with us, mainly 
because she didn't have any other friends. When you would 
go to the movies, you would always sit in a particular place. 
You would kind of carve out a little niche. The people in 
junior high school would sit in one place; the people in high 
school would sit in another and so on, like that. 
CA: It was basically based on age? 
DM: Yes. 
CA: What did your parents, or maybe other parents expect of 
their children as far as being good kids? 
DM: I consider by today's standards, very strict. You always 
had a schedule, at least I did. There was always a bedtime -
a prescribed bedtime. I don't recall the exact hour. It 
seems to me in the summertime it was pretty close to sunset 
except for special privileges like I mentioned. The group 
would be playing under the street light, so they would get 
another half hour or something. There was always a meal 
time. The family always sat down to meals together at 
regular intervals. This held over into my life. I demand 
that of my family. People were more punctual then. If you 
had a 10 o'clock meeting, you were there at, or a few minutes 
before. This was necessary. People were polite; much more 
polite. Elders were always referred to as Mr. or Mrs., 
never by first name. That's all the real significant things 
I can remember. 
CA: Another thing, Dave, we didn't touch on at all, is religion 
back in those days. What denominations were in Green River 
and which one or ones were more prominent that others? 
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DM: Catholics, of course; Episcopalians and Congregationalists 
were well established. The Congregationalists were a mixture 
of, let's see, Presbyterians and ... There were a few Mormons 
I remember. Mormons came and did their missionary work in 
Green River in the '30s predominately. A lot of the Mormon 
people came here as strike breakers and stayed on. I don't 
recall any Baptist groups up until after the war. I'm sure 
there must have been, but I wasn't aware of it. That was 
about it. 
CA: Did any of those seem predominate? 
DM: Catholics were always strong because of their discipline. 
Congregationalists were strong by their numbers. 
CA: I thought of a point a little while back that I didn't ask 
you. Speaking of illnesses and epidemics, yourself, were 
you sick as a child? 
DM: Childhood diseases; chicken pox, mumps, an occasional cold. 
That ' s about it. 
CA: What were the cures for those things back in those days? 
DM: Weird! Such things as mustrol plasters. Mustrol was a 
patented grease they used to buy. They would smear it on 
your chest and apply a hot flannel on top of that. If it 
didn't cure, it could kill us. 
CA: Was it hot? 
DM: Yeah, it was. Of course the hot flannel amplified the 
irritation that was built into the salve. That's all it 
was - a salve. Occasionally they would have you breathe 
the vapors off a pan of boiling goop - I can't remember what 
it was. 
CA: Did it smell very good? 
DM: No, terrible! 
Coal oil lamps for the croup, they called it, which was 
nearly whooping cough, I guess. They used to burn these 
lamps by your bedside to try to purify the air. You would 
inhale these acrid vapors that would curl your toes. 
CA: Do you recall having the chicken pox? 
DM: Yeah, I do. 
CA: What did your mother, or whoever, end up doing for you 
during that time? 
DM: Insisted that I didn't scratch - bath with bicarbonate 
of soda solutions. 
CA: What about holidays back then? Of course there were the 
big recognized ones, but were there any other holidays you 
recall that maybe existed then that don't exist today? 
DM: Labor Day was the bigger thing. 
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DM: Labor Day in Rock Springs was particularly well celebrated. 
We would venture over there occasionally on Labor Day to 
witness a parade and take part in the festivities. As far 
as Green River, just the 4th of July, Thanksgiving, Christmas, 
Easter and Armistice Day. They are the only ones I remember. 
CA: Interesting. 
DM: We used to celebrate May Day as kids. That was the first of 
May. We'd make baskets out of colored paper, fill them with 
goodies and take them around and hang them on people's door 
knobs. We'd knock on the door and run. 
CA: I hate to keep backtracking like this, but I think of things. 
I was wondering when we were talking about minorities, you 
mentioned Mexicans, Blacks, Japanese; did you ever see any 
Indians back then? 
DM: Not that I was aware of, other than I was told that certain 
people were Indians. As I mentioned, Mrs. Valencia. I don't 
recall any Indians per se. 
There was one colored guy I would like to tell you about. 
I can't remember his name, Slim somebody. Anyway, he was 
the man they always got when you had to dig a ditch, or a 
grave at the cemetery. That guy could dig a hole faster 
than anybody in town. He used to dig all the water ditches 
when they were putting in water lines or people who had 
sewer would get old Slim and have him dig the sewer line 
up so they could clean it out. He was a very strong man, 
of course, and very tall. He could really dig a hole. 
CA: In talking about the cemetery, was the cemetery where it 
is today? 
DM: Yes. 
CA: In thinking about holidays, did your family have vacations 
back in those days? 
DM: Yeah, we would always take a vacation, but my dad would have 
to lay off to do it. There was no paid vacations. You had 
to miss work to do it. We'd take a trip to Denver to visit 
our cousins; the highlight of the trip to Denver, aside from 
the train ride down there, was a trip to Elitches and a trip 
to Lakeside Entertainment Park. The ride on the merry-go-
round, the ferris wheels and the different rides they had in 
those days. Never, never the roller coaster. The roller 
coaster was taboo. We always got to ride the ponies on the 
pony ride at Central Park. Here we are in horse country, 
in the wild west, and I had to go to Denver to ride a horse. 
CA: So, those were scheduled vacations. Were you and your father 
outdoorsmen when you were a youngster - did you hunt or fish? 
DM: No, we didn't. Took a couple of fishing trips after he got 
a car. He didn't get a car until 1934, and he wrecked that. 
Then he got a '35. We took a couple of trips to Jackson. 
He would try to do a little fishing then, but with never 
any degree of success as I remember. 
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DM: Consequently, there were no skills passed on and I still 
don't like to fish. I've tried it several times, but I 
still don't like to fish. 
CA: Why is that? 
DM: Strictly non-productive exercise. The odds are not all 
that great and I hate getting skunked! 
CA: You mentioned earlier, Dave, about going to school with 
children of different ethnic backgrounds. Was that sanc-
tioned by adults that you intermingle and things like that? 
DM: Oh yeah. There were good people and we got along well. As 
I mentioned, I had one Japanese boy in my class, Kayo Sunada, 
and one colored boy in my class, Russell Hale. We got along 
real well. In the later years, when we started having parties, 
they never attended. I remember one junior high prom, Kayo 
took a date, who was Pauline Valencia. She was Mexican. 
Russell Hale left us about the time we got into junior high. 
He moved away. 
CA: So, as young children, you intermingled a lot; as you got 
older, you went your separate ways as to parties or whatever. 
You said there was a date that might have been somewhat 
controversial, is that true? The Valencia's were not of the 
same ethnic background, is that correct? 
DM: Right. 
CA: How was that viewed? 
DM: Good, real good. They went with our group. Understand, we 
had no automobiles, this was junior high. We would walk to 
our date's house and walk to where we had to go. Then after 
the party or prom, or whatever it was, we'd walk downtown 
to a restaurant and have a treat and take your date home. 
But, you were always on foot, never horseback. 
Of course our high school years were during the war. There 
were only one or two automobiles that the kids had control 
of, and gas was rationed. So, you didn't do a whole lot of 
tearing around in automobiles. Sometimes a couple of kids 
would get their father's car on loan and we would do some 
crazy things with those cars. But, cars were not manufac-
tured from 1941 through 1946. All the cars that were there 
were old and gas burners. You didn't go very many miles 
with them. 
CA: I'm trying to make sure I understand. Say, when you got to 
become older kids, was there such a thing as interracial 
marriage back in those days? 
DM: No, people pretty much stayed in their own track, so to 
speak. I don't think interracial marriages started until 
well after World War II. 
CA: Back then, since it seems we have advanced basically to 
high school age, children were adolescents then as they 
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CA: are now and the same kinds of things happened to people. Were 
there sex education classes and things like that? 
DM: Never! Under the carpet. 
CA: Under the carpet? 
DM: Right. 
CA: Not to be discussed? 
DM: Unmentionables. 
CA: Is that right? 
DM: Yeah. 
CA: So, if a child were to learn anything education wise, where 
did he learn from? 
DM: Oh, stories from older guys, particularly more experienced guys. 
Same temptations and feelings were there. But, it was always 
subdued, a very private thing. 
CA: Parents didn't usually talk to children about things like this? 
DM: Not as far as my experience goes, no. There was always the 
invitation to inquire; •now if there's anything you don't 
understand, you come to me and ask'. How many times does 
that ever happen? Not a sit down, lay it out, here's the 
facts kind of thing. Just, •you're going to go through some 
changes. Don't be surprised at what happens•. You're alright, 
I'm alright, the world's alright, forget it. Don't ask too 
many questions. 
CA: Even thought it was subdued, was there promiscuity or what-
ever at that age, up through the high school years? Were 
there kids that were doing things they shouldn't be doing 
back then? 
DM: I suppose so. 
CA: How were they viewed by their peers? 
DM: Probably with envy! Not disdain. 
CA: That's good, Dave. Along those same lines -well not really, 
did you ever go to dances back then? Did you dance at high 
school dances? 
DM: Oh yeah. 
CA: That was a school kind of dance? 
DM: Oh yeah. The Junior Prom was always the biggest dance of the 
year. To segregate the ages, they would have a junior high 
prom. It followed the high school Junior Prom. It was a 
junior prom because the Junior Class always would decorate 
the gymnasium and hire the band, and put the show on. There 
was always a scurry around to get the right date, and quite 
a bit of competition for the particular girl. 
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DM: I remember the first prom I ever went to was in the 7th grade; 
the first grade of junior high. As a matter of fact, that 
was the more fun times. The ones in high school were not as 
much fun. They were leaning towards seriousness. There was 
always the quest for, 'we've got to get a car for the prom -
you can't walk to the prom - we've got to get a car lined up 
for the prom. Somebody's got to come up with an automobile 
and then share it with two or three couples in the car.• 
CA: What were relationships between boys and girls generally at 
dances back in those days? Were the boys kind of shy? Did 
the girls dance with girls alot? 
DM: Absolutely. Girls on one side of the room, boys in a huddle 
down in a corner on the other side; shoving one another out, 
'go for it!' Then there was always a real rounder who had 
a steady girl who would be the catalyst, more or less, and 
keep things moving. He didn't dare go sit down. She'd get 
mad at him and they'd fight if they didn't dance every dance. 
In high school, you're talking about jitterbugging and things 
like this. It got pretty wild at times. We'd have our own 
dances. We'd get records and take them down to the old City 
Hall, which was the Railroad Social Hall building, and we'd 
have our own little dances a couple of times a month. We'd 
play records and dance a little bit. 
CA: Did you enjoy dancing? 
DM: Yeah, I can say I probably did. It was just the association 
as much as anything, and having something to do. 
CA: You were talking about pushing the boys out and things like 
that. Was there ever a Ladies Call where the girls would 
get to go out and choose and put the boys on the spot? 
DM: They'd have to resort to that sooner or later. 
CA: You were put on the spot along with the rest of them, I'm 
sure. 
DM: When the particular girl would come around, everybody would 
turn their back and hide, or get in a conversation, or have 
to go to the bathroom, or something. 
CA: We've pretty much gone through 
years up through high school. 
to add through those childhood 
'Dave as an adult'? 
quite a bit of your young 
Is there anything you want 
years, before we get on to 
DM: Well, I think I'd like to mention I started working for 
the Post Office Department when I was a freshman in high 
school as a special delivery messenger. They had, in those 
days, letters with extra postage on them that were special 
delivery. I would go to the Post Office twice a day, once 
before school in the morning. Any letters, special delivery 
letters, I would take them to the addressee and receive a 
signature for them. As I recall, they paid nine cents per 
letter and twelve cents per package. 
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DM: My first payday was $9.70. Then, I mentioned I worked 
carrying handbills for the theater. We worked cleaning the 
theater. On Saturday morning, we'd go down and sweep between 
the seats. It was a concrete floor and sweep it down with 
brooms, and pick up trash. There was always an abundance of 
popcorn boxes and candy wrappers, and sometimes Coke bottles. 
All soft drinks were in bottles, no cans. 
Then I worked for the Green River Mere grocery department 
when I was a junior in high school. 
CA: What did you do there? 
DM: We'd box groceries, sometimes work the counter, stock the 
shelves, deliver groceries. In those days, people could 
call in an order and you'd make the order up and put it in 
a collapsible wooden box, put it on a truck and the truck 
would make a route through town and deliver the groceries. 
They had two deliveries a day. That was one of my chores. 
I learned to drive by driving the old Mere grocery truck. 
CA: Now, how old were you when you worked for the Mere? 
DM: I was a junior in high school -that'd be 16 or 17. 
CA: You mentioned something we didn't touch on and that was 
telephones. You mentioned calling in orders. What were 
telephones - what was communication like back in those days? 
DM: A central switchboard with an operator. The phones were the 
old black phone that stood on the pad and the ear piece that 
hung on the side. You'd pick it up and they'd say 'number, 
please' and you'd give them the number. Then, she would 
cross connection into the number that you want then ring. 
She always knew whether the connection answered or not. If 
she thought the conversation was particularly interesting, 
or thought it might contain some tidbit of gossip, she was 
always listening in on that conversation. 
CA: Could you tell if she was listening in? Was there a different 
sound? 
DM: No, I don't think so. 
CA: So, she could in effect become the town gossip for she heard 
all the juicy stuff? 
DM: Oh yeah. If you wanted to know anything, ask the telephone 
operator. 
CA: Did you always have to know the telephone number of who you 
wanted to call? 
DM: Yes, you always did. Well, you could ask for so-and-so. 
Street addresses were non-existent. There were no street 
signs telling you this is 1st West and so on. Locations 
were 'down by the Catholic Church' or 'across the street 
from the Post Office', or 'two doors down from Mrs. Simpson', 
or something like that. 
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CA: You got involved with that in working for the Post Office? 
DM: Oh yeah, I knew almost everybody in town, and I'd know where 
to get rid of those letters. Even if there was somebody I 
didn't know, or if I couldn't find somebody, or the writing 
was in a particular pencil, I would just take it to the Elk's 
Club. They would know where to find them. Or, I could go 
to the Round House. I could always find people through the 
Round House. Just go over there and ask the guys at work. 
I'd like to elaborate on the railroad if I could. 
CA: Sure. 
DM: I went to work for the railroad right out of high school. I 
got a summer job with them in the labor gang. The railroad 
was the main source of revenue for the town. If you didn't 
work for the railroad, you worked for a business that was 
supported by the railroad. The locomotives were all steam 
powered. Since this was a rural terminal, there were people 
coming in from Evanston and Rawlins all the time. The road-
men would come in. So, it kind of blended the towns together 
in that dimension. There were a lot of trains - a lot of 
work done. At one time, the round house had a work force of 
over 500 men. There were probably another 200 who were 
employed as trainmen, switchmen or having to do with rolling 
stock. Those 500 men who were in the mechanical department 
were crafted men. There were boilermakers, pipefitters, 
mechanics and machinists. We called them 'car toads', car 
repairmen. There was a blacksmith, a painter (a guy who did 
nothing but painting); he belonged to the car department. Of 
course, the yards were staffed by the yard masters, who were 
the foreman of the switch engine crews. They used to switch 
every train in Green River. They would take every locomotive 
off the train and bring it to the round house and put a fresh 
locomotive on. Except for the passenger trains - the passen-
ger engines would go clear through. But, the freight engines 
every train received a fresh engine. They were big engines. 
The biggest in the world. We ran the largest reciprocating 
steam locomotives that ever existed right out of here. They 
were built for the Green River to Ogden run. 
CA: Do you remember the numbers on those? 
DM: Yes. I'll show you a model of one. 
CA: Were they like the 484's and .... ? 
DM: No, you're thinking of a steam engine - the 844. 
CA: That's what I'm thinking of. 
DM: That's the last of a series of passenger engines that was 
built during the war. I worked on that engine. As a matter 
of fact, that summer after high school, I worked in the round 
house as a laborer. Then I was promoted into the pipe gang 
after two months. 
CA: Now, this is two months after you first hired in as a helper 
right out of high school? 
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DM: Yes. Then I switched to pipefitter. We were working on the 
steam engines, learning repair. That's when they brought the 
engines to the round house for a water change (boiler wash). 
Then, you'd have to work the trouble sheet that was made out 
by the engineer and perform a trip inspection. It was rou -
tine. It involved, as far as we were concerned, to make sure 
all the sanders were working, the air pumps were functioning. 
Also, such secondary things like the air driven bell were 
working correctly. 
CA: So, in effect, it was a p.m. program? You didn't necessarily 
fix what was broken, you had a list of things you checked 
every time? 
DM: That's right. These engines were controlled by the Inter -
state Commerce Commission. Periodically they had other things 
done to them on a systematic basis, depending upon how much 
time had expired since their last inspection. They had monthly 
inspections, quarterlies, semi-annuals, annuals and five year. 
CA: Were the five year, more or less, majors? 
DM: They were certainly majors. They'd literally tear them to 
pieces in the back shop in Green River, in Cheyenne and 
Evanston. But, we would separate the tender from the loco -
motive. They would take all the sheeting off the outside of 
the boiler and blow that with a layer of asbestos about two 
inches thick (asbestos block). All that asbestos was taken 
off. Then the stay bolts that separated the inside wall from 
the outside wall. There were stay bolts about every 6 or 8 
inches over the entire boiler. They had to be checked. In 
some cases, they had to be replaced. Inside, the arch brick 
was removed. There was an arch of brick work inside that 
separated the fire box from the combustion chamber. That had 
to be replaced. There were super heater units that had to be 
pulled out of the flues and replaced and inspected on an annual 
inspection. The side walls had to be taken off and magna-
fluxed. If the tires were worn, you'd have to drop the driver 
down - I'm talking a driver 72" high. You'd turn the tires 
and replace them. The shears and wedges would have to be 
worked, and all kinds of things like that. And, they did it 
all right here in Green River. 
CA: In that same time frame, if we can bring it all at the same 
time - you were a single man still in those days. When did 
you get married? 
DM: I got married after I returned from the service. 
CA: After you went into the service? 
DM: Yes. 
After that summer work of high school, I went down to the 
University of Wyoming. Wyoming was on a two quarter system 
then. I was 17; I couldn't enlist. All my buddies enlisted 
right out of high school because they were 18. But my folks 
wouldn't give me permission, so I went to college. 
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DM: I enrolled as a pre-med student. Ill-advised, I might add. 
We had no counselor in high school. The only thing we had 
in that direction was one teacher who was particularly in-
terested in 'her seniors', and she would more or less stimu-
late your interest. Her name was Edith Peters. She taught 
here for a long time and she did a lot of people a lot of 
good service because she was interested in young people. 
But, I do recall she impressed upon me particularly that 
'you can do anything you set your mind to, if you want to do 
it bad enough'. Well, that's not entirely true, but in most 
cases it is. She saw to it, hook, crook or otherwise, that 
when I graduated I got the w. Danford Foundation Award, which 
was a lot of relief, but it was designed to encourage young 
people to work harder and strive for greater goals than they 
ordinarily would. 
You know, the pattern was, you get out of high school, you 
get a job on the railroad; get married; have a family; so on 
and so forth. Not as many people went on to college. 
CA: This is the w. Danford award - how did it come about? How 
did you get the award? 
DM: Golly, I don't know. One time we were having a presentation 
assembly at school and it was announced about this award. My 
name came up. I got up; got this nice little book full of a 
lot of good philosophy and that was it. It was supposed to be 
based on scholastic, leadership and potential, and all this 
sort of thing. 
CA: I'll bet your parents were proud of you? 
DM: Yes, they acknowledged it. I passed the book on to one of my 
friends when he came out of school. It was good philosophy. 
CA: Basic, sound philosophy? 
DM: Yep, basically, it was giving you that push to try things. 
I stayed in college through that first quarter and didn't 
do too badly. Got into the second quarter, became 18 years 
of age, and very disgusted with college life. Uneasy, dis-
satisfied with my work, so I enlisted in the Marine Corps. 
I got really disgusted with college, but mainly because my 
Zoology wasn't going very good. We started counting flies. 
I couldn't even see the damn files, let alone count them. 
Consequently, I fell behind in this one hereditary class. 
So, I got very disgruntled and decided to get my service out 
of the way. 
I got done talking to the Navy recruiter in Cheyenne and 
had taken the Navy radar test. I was waiting to hear from 
that. Every week went by with no call. Then another week 
went by with no call. Things were going worse at school. 
I got discouraged and packed all my stuff in my trunk and 
shipped it back to Green River. Went over to Cheyenne and 
enlisted in the Marine Corps. I spent 21 months of the 24 
months enlistment with the Marine Corps. You know, people 
who went into the service during the War enlisted for the 
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DM: duration of six months. They started a program that they 
would accept two year enlistments to be the interim force 
while they were mustering out the War veterans who were in 
for the duration of six. So, I signed on that two year program. 
Then 21 months into that, they put out a special bulletin that 
anybody who wanted to could be discharged before they finished 
their enlistment, or they could re-enlist for two more years 
for a regular four year enlistment. That's what enlistments 
were. I chose to muster out. 
I came back to Green River. My dad offered me the ultimatum 
either go back to school or find my own means of support. I 
couldn't live at home, which was out of the nest, so to speak. 
That was good. So, I went back to school and enrolled this 
time as an electrical engineer. I didn't want anymore of that 
pre-med stuff. I went to school the balance of that year. I 
discharged service Thanksgiving time and picked up the winter 
quarter and went to school the balance of the year. In the 
meantime, I met my wife. 
That summer after school let out, I worked on the railroad 
as a switchman. I made some pretty good money. I transferred 
down to Laramie and went back to school. We got married in 
the fall. I went back to school and found out it was a little 
bit too much for me then. I had a wife. I had a very chau-
venist attitude about the world, so I wouldn't allow her to 
work. She had to stay home and keep house. When we found 
out she was pregnant, my imagination got the best of me and 
I started looking at the future. That spring, out of the 65 
electrical engineer graduates, only five people got jobs. I 
said, 'why am I going to school with those kind of odds facing 
me?' So, I quit school and moved to Denver, where I got a job 
with United Airlines. We took our last $250 and bought a 1941 
Chevrolet Coupe and moved to Denver. Of course, our parents 
were upset. I enrolled in Central Business College there. 
I started receiving my G.I. Bill allotment and worked at the 
airport at night for United Airlines. Now this was the date 
when the DC-6 was a big airplane. It was the first pressur-
ized airplane they ever had. They were still having DC-3's 
on a regular milk run. I worked there for nine months, I 
think. Then, we came back to Green River so my wife could 
have the baby in Green River. I must have only worked there 
about seven months. Got a job back on the railroad as an 
electrician helper. I was later promoted to electrician. 
Then I worked 13 years on the railroad. At that time, I saw 
the diesels replace the steam locomotives and become the 
principle motive power. 
They transferred me to Council Bluffs, Iowa as a night general 
foreman in 1955. I worked there just about a year and decided 
I didn't like being night general foreman in Council Bluffs. 
So I transferred my seniority back to Green River. At that 
time, when I came back the general master mechanic told me, 
'I'm going to close Green River down. You're crazy for going 
back'. I said, 'well, I gotta go back anyway. If you need 
any help closing it down, let me know. I'll be there'. But, 
I remembered what he said so I started studying with National 
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DM: Technical School correspondence course. I went all the way 
through that program. I got myself familiar with radio 
electronics, etc. 
Then in 1961, when Stauffer started building their plant, I 
watched for their ad and saw it in the paper and made appli-
cation. I was one of the first hourly employees hired at 
Stauffer. 
I worked for Stauffer 24 years. Retired. Then I had the 
opportunity to go to work for Tenneco. Here I am. 
CA: Let me back up and fill in just a couple of spots, Dave. In 
talking about the transition from coal fire to diesel on the 
railroad, what were some of the effects of that? How did it 
affect the mechanics who were familiar with working on coal 
fired? Elaborate on that a little bit if you would. 
DM: Ok. Had tragic impacts on particularly older people. Boiler-
makers predominately took the axe, as you might guess. There 
was no work for boiler makers. Boiler makers did boiler work -
flues, units, things like that. They didn't have those any-
more. The men with 30 years experience were layed off. They 
just found their name on the board, as of such and such a 
date no more employment. Now the younger men would transfer 
into the electric gang or into work that was still being used. 
But the older men of the boiler gang, and my uncle was one of 
them, had no more work. He was too old to learn a new trade. 
So he took retirement. 
CA: At what age? 
DM: Oh, probably early 60's -not quite 65. But they would take 
their retirement with cuts and take their pensions. 
CA: So, they were able to get their pension earlier? 
DM: Yeah. At that time with 30 years experience, you could draw 
a full pension at 65. If you drew it before, you took cuts. 
Just like it does now. But, they put a lot of the older 
boiler makers out of work and a lot of the older pipefitters 
out of work. There I was with my job, two or three years 
experience and I still had a job. My uncle with 30 years, 
had to go home. It was traumatic for those people. 
CA: As a young man back in those days, how did you view the 
change from coal to diesel? 
DM: As a challenge. Learning a new extension of the field. See, 
I was an electrician, but an electrician on the steam engin 
just had a 250 watt generator (2.5k) that was steam driven. 
It ran the lights and what they called cap signals. Cap 
signals were the miniature box signals in the cab of the loco-
motive that told you whether there was anything on the track 
ahead, just like the colored blocks on the side of the road 
tell. It was remote in the cab, telling the same thing. That 
was the extent of it on the steam engines, the headlights, cab 
lights, warning lights and the cap signal. That's all there 
was. At this time, we had diesel on the passenger engines. 
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DM: They were diesel electrics. That extended into the freight 
service. We were challenged with learning how to handle the 
DC electricity that was generated, as well as the AC. They 
had AC and DC both. 
We were always involved in the new models coming out. In 
1950, the Union Pacific joined with General Electric Company 
in developing the gas turbo electric locomotive. For ten 
years we were deep into that. We ran the only gas turbo 
driven locomotives in the world right through here. I won't 
say in the world, because I think there were some in Europe. 
But, in the United States anyway. There was always something 
new in Green River. We used to say, 'the biggest, the best, 
the newest equipment always started in Green River and was 
tested in Green River'. This was generally true. We'd always 
get the new engines here - the latest thing out, because of 
the hill. 
CA: Now, was the central office for the U.P. back in Omaha? 
DM: Yes. But, this got all the innovations pretty much. There 
was a very strong mechanical force here. There always was. 
In about 1954 or 1955, they started moving the shops to 
Salt Lake. They told the people here they could transfer 
to the Salt Lake shop, if they wanted. I didn't want to 
move, so I stayed here. I told you about going to Council 
Bluffs and the developments there. 
CA: You know one thing, Dave, the only wage we've touched on 
was your $9.70 first paycheck way back when you were a young-
ster. What about wages with the U.P.? What were they like? 
DM: When I was just out of high school that first summer, I made 
$.68 an hour. Later on when I got to be a pipefitter helper, 
that increased to $.86 an hour. When I came back to work as 
electrician helper, I think it was a little over a $1.00 an 
hour, about $1.10. But remember during the war, wages were 
frozen. There couldn't be any raises. So, we're talking 
about right at the end of the war, the summer I got out of 
high school, which was the summer of 1945. The war was 
still on. The war with the Japanese ended in October. Then 
it took awhile for the wages to become unfrozen and for people 
to be able to transfer again. you were frozen to your job 
during the war. You couldn't quit a job and they couldn't 
fire you. You were there as a part of the national work 
force. You couldn't pack up and move. 
CA: You were very much a young adult during the war, probably 
you have lot of knowledge of what the effects of the war 
were on this community and yourself personally. 
DM: In my opinion, the nation as a whole was drained tremen-
dously by the World War II, particularly of its youth and its 
resources. Our factories were worn out. You take the auto-
mobile factories were not as strong as now, but were a big 
part of the economy. They didn't lose that contribution to 
the economy, but they converted all their efforts to war 
efforts. There were no civilian automobiles made. 
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DM: There were automobiles made, but they were military auto-
mobiles. They were jeeps and peeps, trucks and tanks, and 
command cars. There were no civilian 4-door sedans or any-
thing like that. Even in the service, our admirals' private 
cars were 1941 models. This was in 1945. 
After boot camp, I went to Sea School. I was in the Marine 
Corps and received special training there. Sea-going Marines 
are the ship board Marines. They are the ones who are assigned 
to the capitol ships, major cruisers and aircraft carriers. 
The police force of that particular ship, which was like a city, 
were the sea-going Marines. After Sea School, I did not get a 
ship, but I got sent to Pearl Harbor and assigned to Sink Pac 
Fleet. Sink Pac is the Commander in Chief of the entire Pacific 
Fleet. At the time I got there, it was Admiral Towers. 
CA: This was the 7th Fleet, right? 
DM: I believe the Pacific Fleet was the 7th Fleet. 
CA: It is now, I just wondered if it was back then. 
DM: Just prior to Towers was Admiral Nimitz. You remember Admiral 
Nimitz with World War II. He retired after the war closed and 
Admiral Nimitz took over and served the last eleven months of 
the war. We were guards and orderlies for Admiral Towers. 
We lived at I.E. in naval base, which was a quonset hut area 
carved out of the cane breaks. We served at a headquarters 
building on what they called Makalahara Hill. This was an 
unhardened building. It had over the basement, 15 feet of 
reinforced concrete. Over the first floor, it had 6 feet of 
reinforced concrete, and so on. Anyway, that was the service. 
As a guy would say, 'I had to serve in Hawaii'. Hawaii was 
not a state. It was still a territory. The remnants of 
the catastrophe of Pearl and the Arizona 1941 were still 
scattered around. While I was there, they brought the 
fleet that they bombed with the atom bomb down at Eniwitok -
they brought that in the Harbor there - the Battleship New 
York and some of those. They were hot radio-active. 
CA: What did you see as the effects of the war? I realize you 
were over there during part of it. Did you see casualties 
of close friends or any of those kinds of things? 
DM: Oh yeah. A lot of them didn't come back. A lot of gold 
stars in the windows. 
CA: Gold stars in the windows? 
DM: It meant a fatality, killed in action. 
CA: Was it a handmade gold star? 
DM: Everybody who had anybody in the service had a little card-
board flag on their house. It meant the service man from 
that family was there. If he was killed in action, the 
silver star was replaced by gold. 
CA: So there was a flag and a silver star? 
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DM: The flag had a silver star on it. It was a red, white and 
blue flag; not a United States flag, just red, white and blue 
flag (blue field, red and white border around it and a single 
star in the center of it). If there were two boys in the ser-
vice or two children in the service, there were two stars. 
A lot of houses in town had three or four. When there was 
a fatality, the star would be changed to gold. 
CA: So you could in fact see a family who had several children, 
some of them being silver and one being gold. You could tell 
that at a glance? It was in a window facing the street? 
DM: Right. Very proudly displayed. 
CA: Support for the war effort was very strong in this area? 
DM: Oh yes. All of the efforts at the shop were based on the 
war effort. You've got to get the locomotive out. You've 
got to pull the troop train or pull a supply train. There 
were a lot of trains. 
When I was working as a pipefitter the summer after high school, 
I was working 12 hours a day. My dad was working 12 hours a 
night. Together we counted over 125 locomotives that came into 
Green River and went to the round house or went through. That's 
125 trains. There would be as many as twenty passenger trains 
throughout the day, carrying troops and people. That was the 
main mode of transportation. There were buses, but certainly 
no new buses. They were all worn out buses. People couldn't 
travel by auto. They couldn't get enough gasoline to travel 
by auto. 
An interesting thing, Corky, when we were in high school, we 
had to play Laramie in football. So those people who were 
relatives of the children got passes. Their dads got them 
free passes on the railroad. Those who were not, all pooled 
their gas tickets. They would load two automobiles with 
everybody whose parents did not work on the railroad into 
those cars. They took off for Laramie. The rest of us got 
on the train and went to Laramie to play football. 
CA: These were gas tickets from gas rationing? 
DM: Yes. You got usually nine gallons, but it varied on a 
"C" ticket. They had "A", "B" and "C" tickets. "C" was 
the lowest. "A" could have an unlimited supply. 
CA: How did you qualify for these different levels? 
DM: By your employment. Doctors had "A" of course. People with 
commutication problems like lived in Rock Springs and worked 
in Green River. They ran a bus. You could apply to the 
Ration Board and get an upgraded ticket. My folks had a "C" 
card. I think they got nine gallons every two weeks or some-
thing like that. Sugar was rationed. Meat was rationed. 
Two pair of shoes per year was all you were allowed and that 
was plenty, if you could find them. Coffee was scarce. I 
think it was rationed, too. Butter was rationed. You had 
so many stamps good for so many points that you could spend 
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DM: on meat, butter, shortening and things like that. There seemed 
to be plenty for the average use. Of course, people with big 
families had it made. Everybody had the same allotment, 
whether they were two years old or twenty years old. The 
ticket was nondiscriminatory that way. So people with big 
families with children spread all over the age range did all 
right. Couples had a problem. Single people didn't stand 
a chance. Of course work shoes for men in the shops and a 
guy had to have a new pair of shoes twice a year. There 
was a little bit of a problem there. If you had to have 
football shoes, it had to be a shoe stamp. That meant you 
only got one pair of dress shoes and a pair of football shoes. 
It left nothing for basketball shoes. 
CA: The only way you could work around it is if you knew some-
one your size. 
DM: Well not size, but you had to Jew somebody out of a stamp. 
CA: Oh, ok. 
DM: We talked about the gas rationing. The country, as a whole, 
I think was drawn way down. We were really sapped. It is 
a good thing the war ended when it did. 
CA: Couldn't have taken much more? 
DM: I don't think so. Not due to economic collapse, just 
exhaustion of resources. We were wearing our factories 
out. We were wearing our people out. It was just getting 
to be spread out too far in Europe and the Pacific as well. 
You know, as you recall, and this doesn't have anything 
to do with Wyoming history, it was a long time before we 
started winning the war. I was particularly close to that 
because my brother, who was ten years older than I, was in 
the service when the war started. He was in the Asiatic 
Pacific Fleet. He ran, literally ran the first two years, 
all the way from the Philippines clear down to New Guinea. 
Just staying ahead of the Japs; staying away from them. 
They would use hit and run tactics. Fight with them a 
little bit and then run and hide; regroup and fight again. 
CA: This was your older brother? 
DM: Yes. 
CA: Dave, you mentioned earlier that you worked 24 years for 
Stauffer. I'm sure there's more to it than that. How old 
were you when you went to work for Stauffer? 
DM: Well, let's see. I worked 13 years for the railroad. I 
was 33 years old and worked 24 years there. 
CA: What did you start out doing at Stauffer? 
DM: Instrument electrician. 
CA: Were the grades basically the same then? Were you a top 
grade or journeyman? 
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DM: Yes, I was. I remember I carne off the railroad and hired out 
at $.50 an hour. Before I'd had a year in, we'd had two other 
raises. I thought, 'this company is crazy - they've got more 
money than sense'. By the time I'd been there two years I 
think, I'd doubled my railroad wages. In all this time, the 
railroad wage was static. I don't know how people stayed and 
worked for the railroad, but they did. 
CA: What were working conditions like during that time frame? 
How did you feel you were treated as an employee, whether for 
the railroad or Stauffer? Was there a wide disparity of the 
way you were treated? 
DM: The railroad was slowing down, closing out Green River. We 
had benefits, medical and things like that. The medical bene-
fits were really superior because 'no problem' whatever it 
was, you just went to see the doctor. He took care of you 
and the railroad took care of the bill. If you had to go to 
the hospital, they paid everything. You didn't pay anything. 
It was part of your wages. It was "complete 100% coverage" 
for you and your family. Dental wasn't covered of course. 
Other things like eye glasses weren't. Because the railroad 
was slowing down here, they would do things and you weren't 
even consulted. That's the difference I see now. It seems 
like particularly at Tenneco, everything that's done is done 
with everybody's knowledge and everybody's, more or less, 
consent. It's a consensus of input from management and labor. 
This is our policy change; this is the way it's going to be. 
It was always dictatorial on the railroad. Your union would 
negotiate for you. Of course, it was a union shop. Contro-
versially, the strong emphasis on craft - electricians, pipe-
fitters, boiler makers - they were all separate unions working 
under contract to the railroad. In the case of the switchmen, 
there were two unions. For trainmen, the Brotherhood of Rail-
road Trainmen, and the Switchmen's Union. 
CA: Gosh, that's a lot. 
DM: When I went to work for Stauffer, there was no union. I had 
been a union member. I didn't have to pay union dues. It 
made me question union activity because Stauffer was paying 
the big money. Sure the inducement to come to work, but 
even after you got there and proved yourself, you got more 
raises. It seemed like they were always trying to find an 
excuse to give you another raise. 
CA: That was pretty much through the years you worked for Stauffer 
it continued that way? 
DM: Yes. They were regular. 
CA: What did yo find supervision like at Stauffer when you were 
in your 30's (I'd like to say a pretty young man)? What was 
supervision like? 
DM: They were some of the best people I ever worked for as 
supervisors. On the railroad under the union, of course the 
foreman didn't dare do anything. But he would be time carded. 
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DM: That's when you put in a claim against him and the railroad 
pays somebody for him doing the work a minimum of four hours. 
In other words, regardless of how simple or menial a task, if 
a foreman did the job, some hourly man got paid for that job 
to the tune of four hours of his hourly rate. 
We had job insurance on the railroad. Because the railroad 
would discipline you by telling you not to come to work for 
3 weeks, or 6 weeks, you ' d carry job insurance in the event 
you got fired you had an income for your family. Most times 
it was the foreman who got fired. Often a mechanic as well. 
Barb's dad was a round house foreman. He got fired one time 
because an engineer offered him a set of locomotives pulling 
a heavy train and burned some rail - wheel slips - that gouge 
holes in the rail; gouged notches. He claimed the sanders 
wouldn't work. An investigation ensued. It was like a kan-
garoo court. He said 'ok fire the round house foreman, the 
electrician and the pipefitter.' All three of them went home 
and stayed home until they were reinstated. 
CA: Because of the claim that the sanders weren't working? 
DM: Yes. It costs thousands of dollars to replace the rail. They 
maintained the sanders were working when they left Green River. 
Her dad never missed any pay. He just exercised his rights 
as a mechanic. He was a foreman, but he had been a mechanic 
machinist before that. He exercised his rights as a machinist 
and never missed a shift. 
CA: He went back to being a machinist as opposed to a foreman? 
DM: Yes, and drew his job insurance as being a layed off foreman. 
CA: It was okay then, huh? 
DM: Yes. 
CA: So what happened during those years with Stauffer? Where did 
you progress to? 
DM: I worked as an instrument electrician. They started with 
classes A, B and c. They made a class D. They fired our 
instrument electrical foreman. He got between the men and 
the company. They fired him and made two of us D class. I 
was responsible for the instrumentation. Another guy by the 
name of Gordon Weir was responsible for the electrical. We 
were working foreman. This was not a good situation. We 
both found it very troublesome, very irritating and very un -
satisfactory. So, I toolc it upon myself, thinking I had 
proper support, to object to it. I insisted they promote 
one or the other of us, or both of us to full foremen, so 
we could exercise our status. There were occasions where if 
a guy didn't want to do a job he'd say, 'you can work. You 
do it. You get paid more than I am. You do the job.' You 
couldn't discipline, you couldn't chastise him. All you were 
was a lead workman. It doesn't work well. So, in the ensuing 
melee, the job as electrical foreman was offered to me. I 
said, 'I don't really want it all. I want to be an instrument 
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DM: foreman. I want Gordon to be the electrical foreman.' 
'Well how will Gordon feel about this.' 'Well ask him.' 
Something happened. However, the outcome was he got the 
whole job. There was only one foreman. I got the chance 
to transfer into engineering. So I took it rather than 
work for him. I figured I got shafted a little bit. I 
went into engineering as an assistant engineer. I was 
promoted to instrument engineer. Then I was promoted to 
project engineer. Next I was promoted to what we called 
the manufacturer's liaison. That was during the conversion 
program when I was working with the engineering Richmond 
as liaison between the plant and Richmond, in much the same 
capacity as Jack Taylor is now for the new project. 
Then I was promoted to senior project engineer, then promoted 
out the door as retirement. The retirement was a situation 
where because I was a promoting engineer and not a degreed 
engineer. They were very uneasy about my situation. I was 
the oldest employee at the plant and assured I wouldn't be 
dismissed or layed off. We went through three layoff's. 
When they offered me retirement and a chance to latch on to 
everything and not put it at risk, I jumped at the situation. 
I retired with the equivalency of 27 years of service and 
60 years of age. 
CA: I didn't realize you weren't a degreed engineer. I didn't 
know that. 
DM: No. 
CA: You've been with Tenneco .... 
DM: Three years. 
CA: A couple of things we didn't really touch on with your family. 
You told me about when you married your wife. What was the 
ceremony like when you guys got married? 
DM: A church ceremony. The whole bag - she had a nice dress, 
I had a brand new suit - at the church. Families of both 
sides there. We invited everybody in town, I'm sure. There 
was a reception afterwards. Honeymooned in Denver and back 
to Laramie to school. 
CA: You and I earlier touched on there were no discussions on 
sex education, and things like that were down-played. Now 
you're a young adult married man, did anybody ever advise 
on family planning? Clergy or anyone like that? 
DM: No. 
CA: There was none of that either? 
DM: No, let nature take its course. 
CA: That's interesting. How many children do you have? 
DM: We have four children. 
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DM: When you get to be my age and older, you get to thinking you 
have all the answers. I think it must be pretty difficult 
to be a young person today. It must be, because of the pres-
sures. If I had any advice to give young people, get onto 
something as soon as you can and stay with it. Do something 
every day to get to where you want to be ten years from now. 
Sit down and ask yourself 'where do I want to be a year from 
now, five years from now and ten years from now? Where do I 
want to get to be eventually?' Do something every day to get 
to that point, no matter how minimal it may seem. That will 
tell you of your goals. You talk about 'mind over matter'. 
This helps you keep your concentration and keep your life 
going down a certain track. You can't realize how expensive 
it is to a life style to just drag up and move. Even if you 
don't have anything, to drag up and move is terminal. 
I used to make the statement I could move everything I own in 
one sea bag and walk out the door. And, once upon a time I 
could. I think I can say that I've tried a couple of different 
things that even worked out. Don't ever give up one form of 
livelihood until you've got another one locked in. In other 
words, don't quit one job until you get another one. 
I had a banker friend tell me that one time 'always pay yourself 
first, then pay the bills. Always pay yourself.' What he was 
telling me was 'put something away so that you're never broke.' 
He told all of us guys in the age group to do that one thing. 
There's only one guy I Jcnow of who listened to him and that 
guy's a retired millionaire The rest of us are still work-
ing for a living. To those of us who did listen to him, it 
was sound advice. This guy may not be a millionaire, but he's 
well off (comfortably set). The man who told me that was Jim 
Crisman who owned the First National Bank. He used to tell 
me every payday I went to cash my check. It got so I changed 
banks. I was tired of listening to him. I was a young guy. 
The guy who listened t him is Glenn Hill. 
CA: Thanks, Dave, for your time. I'm sure this will prove valuable 
to future historians. 
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